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Formulation of an incentive scheme could be a
daunting task for any manager even at the best of
times, for an error in assumption or a mistake in
interpretation of a data could turn the very scheme
as a disincentive scheme. You may end up paying
more than what is legitimately due or end up paying
less than what ought to be paid and thereby
undermining the very purpose of the scheme itself.
The task of an industrial engineer in a factory is an
unenviable one when it comes to designing these
schemes that should do justice to all the parties but
also logically sound. There is this famous Indian case
study of formulation of an incentive scheme throwing
up results bordering on the bizarre. One of the
operations on the shop floor demanded the workmen
using both their hands, one holding a wire while the
other operating a lever on the machine that was cutting
the wire. The industrial engineer who formulated the
scheme after studying the process in detail set the
output norms for earning incentives. After
implementation of the scheme the workers started
earning decent amounts as incentives after producing
additional output. However, from the second month
onwards the management noticed sharp increase in
output of that department dealing with cutting the wires
so much so it created a process mismatch with
inadequate supply from the previous process and glut
in the subsequent one in the supply chain. On
investigation it came to the notice of the industrial
engineer that the workmen were using both their
hands to operate the levers while holding on to the
wire with their teeth instead of one hand resulting in
phenomenal increase in output and consequent pay
outs in the form of incentives. That was a
consequence not anticipated by the Industrial
Engineer when he conceive the incentive scheme.
That is the law of "unintended consequences" for you.
Economists refer to it quite often to explain what is
obvious or to explain away what they are unable to
explain! This law seeks to describe a set of results
that was not intended as the normal outcome as
conceived originally when proposals are made.

FROM THE DESK OF THE CHAIRMAN

Recently the law of untended consequences was
again in focus in the context of reports of how the
Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Scheme (MNREGS), the largest social
protection programme in the world that provides 100
days of unskilled employment to any household in
the rural areas. MNREGS is essentially a social
security scheme that is perceived as one that is high
on idealism but poor on execution given the level of
inefficiency of our moribund bureaucracy, not to speak
of the opportunity to generate corrupt money. So it
may be still. Many of the economists are convinced
that this Scheme is bound to throw the tax payers'
money literally into bottomless pits and also make the
rural population lazier and less ambitious. The
economists who are studying the efficacy of the
Scheme in various parts of the country have found to
their surprise that there were some outcomes that
were not envisaged while conceiving MNEREGS. One
Study finds that it has had an adverse impact on rural
education. As the mothers work the girl child
undertakes the domestic chores and drops out of
school. That is like creating social vulnerability through
a scheme that seeks to provide social security. The
Study estimates that MNEREGS must have so far
incentivised about 6.50 lakhs to 20 lakhs children to
drop out of school. This is a staggering loss of human
capital. The same study also points to some positive
outcomes while implementing this scheme not
anticipated when it was launched. There appears to
be a reduction in local violence particularly in the Naxal
infested areas. Maoist insurgency thrives in areas
where extreme poverty prevails. With money
earmarked under MNEREGS available with the local
administration the latter is able to win over the local
population with tangible contribution to the local
village. It is estimated by the Study that there could
be a whopping 50% reduction in violent incidents
including deaths in these violence prone areas. Talk
of unintended consequences!

When history will be written of the tumultuous
relationship between India and Pakistan this place
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called Uri, an Indian village barely 10 kilometers from
the Line of Control is sure to find a place in it. And
what happened there recently would be considered
a watershed moment in the relationship between India
and Pakistan. Emotions ranging from shock, anger,
embarrassment in that order have been visible across
the country and military action looks imminent. The
fact that the militants from across the border could
come and ambush an army area sent shock waves
across the country. Recovering from shock India was
understandably angry with Pakistan who had armed
the militants and facilitated the entire process. This
anger has given way to a feeling of embarrassment
that someone across the line could enter an army
brigade camp at will. Modi has limited options on hand
and not taking any action now is not one among them.
Ideologically his party would also want to be seen as
a party that is tough on terror and by implication on
Pakistan. As we go to press news is just coming in
that the Indian army conducted a successful surgical
strike at some place in Pakistan Occupied Kashmir.
For once no one seems to be asking searching
questions about the details of this operation. The
datum has obviously shifted. Right from Nehru's times
the country had always opted for strategic restraint
at the border as a state policy even at the face of
extreme provocation and heavy losses to itself. With
a right leaning nationalistic government in place in
Delhi people expect Modi to change this attitude and
act decisively. The news that India undertook an army
operation in PoK took everyone including Pakistan
by surprise for more reasons than one even though
after Uri it could well have been expected. The focus
of India's action was not where exactly did we strike;
but that we did strike! India was finally giving up its
policy of strategic restraint. That is what I would call
the Hindu state of stupor akin to our famous Hindu
rate of growth when it comes to economics. Another
surprise was that the ease with which India carried
out the operation with little resistance from the other
side. One expected Pakistan along with its non-state
actors to be better prepared particularly after Uri. I
can think of only one reason for this. Pakistan had so
much confidence in our strategic restraint especially
since we had never reacted in the past even against
extreme provocations even worse than Uri. India has
called Pakistan's bluff. Both countries know that they
cannot afford to go to war. But it had always been
India's burden to keep peace. That equation stands
altered now. A war may still be fought. Having got
used to denying transgressions at the Line of Control
whenever India had crossed the LoC in the past, India

finds itself in a strange situation. Now when India is
openly telling the world about the surgical strike
Pakistan is going out of the way to give a conduct
certificate to India that it had not done so. Admitting
to an Indian strike would amount to an admission that
anyone can breach the Pakistani defense at will
especially after the American mission earlier that took
out Osama Bin Laden on Pakistani soil.

Narendra Modi has invested huge amount of time,
effort, resources and above all political capital in
cultivating leaders around the globe. With every
passing Summit in different world capitals he has
taken pains to look and talk more like a world
statesman than a local politician. Now is payback time.
Wars may be fought on home grounds but they are
won through peace treaties negotiated and signed in
far off places. What matters is who stands with us
when the chips are down. By design or otherwise Modi
has made his investments with every leader worth
his salt and in his inimitable style he has also made
sure to advertise his association with those who matter
on world stage. In his first public reaction to the Uri
incident he tried to distinguish between the people of
Pakistan and those who rule Pakistan typically like a
world statesman even as he was reviewing the Indus
Water Treaty with the intention of choking water
supplies to Pakistan. This action, if resorted to, would
not jell with the strategy of isolating the people of
Pakistan from its government as choking of supply of
water affect the people of Pakistan directly. For all
that we know, it is possible that all advertised actions
like choking of water, withdrawal of MFN status to
Pakistan, etc., may at best be only red herrings. Be
that as it may, it is time to reflect on what kind of
relationship that we want with Pakistan and what kind
of sacrifice that we are willing to make to achieve it.

The Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) like a
true sporting body is not going down without a fight,
except that this time it has perhaps bitten more than
what it can chew. It has taken up cudgels with the
highest judicial authority in the country. Having
waltzed into an unchartered territory with a
Committee of its own to reform the rich and recalcitrant
cricketing body the apex court is riled that BCCI has
chosen to defy it by not complying with the
recommendations of the Lodha Committee that it has
constituted. BCCI on its part has chosen to defy the
directives of the Committee to reform the cricketing
body that it would not have perhaps done if the
directives had come directly from the Court and not
from the Committee. In any case the Court is not
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amused. It is almost certain that the office bearers of
the present dispensation will be thrown out and BCCI
is heading for a complete clean up - once and for all.
One hopes that the cure is not worse than the disease.
End of it all BCCI should not resemble a government
department run by babus. With this maverick former
Justice Markandey Katju of the Supreme Court
offering unilaterally his unsolicited moral support and
legal wisdom to the BCCI, further proceedings in the
matter would be worth looking out for especially after
Justice Katju has branded all the justices of the
Supreme Court as incompetent recently, barring one
or two. Should a former justice of a Court be allowed
to denigrate the very institution he had served, is a
subject for discussion for another day.

For the Supreme Court, it appears that this is a season
of defiance. A major confrontation between the
judiciary and the legislature is on the cards in the
dispute between Karnataka and Tamil Nadu over
Cauvery Waters. Karnataka has decided to defy the
apex Court by not releasing water to Tamil Nadu
against the orders of the Court and the latter finds
itself in a piquant situation. As always allocation of
water by interstate Tribunals are not acceptable to
governments of contesting states resulting in them
getting referred to the Supreme Court. The framers
of the Constitution perhaps anticipated such a
situation and provided for mechanisms for equitable
distribution of water and prompt disposal of water
disputes. Water disputes between the states are to
be adjudicated upon as provided for by the Inter State
Water Disputes Act. To prevent prolongation of
disputes through the legal process this Act contains
a provision to the effect that neither the Supreme Court
nor any other court shall have or exercise jurisdiction
in respect of any water dispute which may be referred
to a Tribunal under this Act. The Supreme Court in its
wisdom allowed Special Leave Petitions (SLP) to be
filed before it against the final orders of the Cauvery
Water Disputes Tribunal. The experts by and large
are unanimous in their view that sufficient attention
was not paid even in the arguments before the apex
Court about the admissibility of these SLPs. For those
with a legal bent of mind here is some legal insight.
The Supreme Court is barred under Article 262 of
the Constitution to review the awards given by the
Water Disputes Tribunal. SLPs are heard by the
Supreme Court under Article 136(1) of the
Constitution which bestows omnibus powers on the
Court. The sting in the tail is that Article 262 of the
Constitution that bars the intervention of the Supreme
Court starts the sentence with "notwithstanding

anything in this constitution". In other words the apex
Court is barred from entertaining appeals against the
Tribunals under Article 136(1). In an otherwise
overburdened judicial system this is one problem the
Court could have done without. Perhaps a case of
self-inflicted wound.

Here is an initiative that should be called thinking out
of the bag (instead of box) and for good reason. The
Kerala Government, faced with mounting piles of
plastic wastes, has come out with a unique
proposition. It would pay for shredded and granulated
plastics made out of used plastics and would use them
in road construction. The state government is aware
of the benefits of the usage of rubber in road
construction and now this knowledge is being
extended to plastics. Besides fixing the percentage
of usage of plastics as raw materials for road
construction the government has also fixed the rate
at which it would procure the waste in granulated form
public. In order to complete the loop the government
is setting up three recycling parks across the state in
three cities, viz., Kozhikode in North, Ernakulam in
Central and Thiruvananthapuram in South of Kerala.
This is one experiment that would be keenly watched
by all other states, for sure.

Hillary Clinton is upset with Donald Trump after the
last much publicised Debate. The former's dislike for
the latter is no news; but the reason for this one is.
When last heard Trump had gone after another
woman, a woman called Alicia Machado who was the
Miss Universe way back in 1996 and is engaged in a
slanging match with her on Twitter after having
described her as an eating machine, Miss Piggy and
much more. In the process Trump has gone off
message once again days before the elections
reinforcing his image as a misogynist. Hillary Clinton
set the bait for Donald Trump during the Debate and
true to form Trump rose to the bait shifting focus in
the process from issues of state policy to the waistlines
of models of beauty pageants. That is how bizarre
the American elections have become. When told that
his performance was below par in the last Debate
Donald Trump blamed the mike for his poor show -
typical CEO style. The only paraphernalia in the
Debate Hall that has not been blamed so far by Trump
for his poor show in the Debate is the carpet he was
standing on. If he loses the election Trump would
blame Hillary for pulling even that carpet from under
his feet.

Thank you.

Venkat R. Venkitachalam
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CUSTOMS

Notifications:

Tariff:

• Amendments w.r.t. duty rates have been made in the Notification No. 12/2012 Cus dated 17/03/12.

Sl. Chapter or heading or Description Old Duty New
No. sub-heading or tariff item of goods Rate Rate

1 2515 12 20 Marble slabs 10% 20%

2 2515 11 00, 2515 12 10, All goods 20% 10%
2515 12 20, 2515 12 90,
2516 11 00, 2516 12 00

3 2518 Dolomite for metallurgical use conforming 5% 2.50%
to IS:10346- 2004

4 2515 12 20 Marble slabs 20% 20%

5 6802 10 00, 6802 21 10, Marble slabs 10% 20%
6802 21 20, 6802 21 90,
6802 91 00, 6802 92 00

6 6802 23 10, 6802 23 90, Granite slabs 10% 20%
6802 29 00, 6802 93 00

7 0701 90 00 Potatoes 30% 10%

8 1001 19 00 or 1001 99 10 Wheat 25% 10%

9 1511 90 All goods 20% 15%

For Sr. 51

II. The following goods, of edible grade
namely,-

10 1511 (A) Crude palm oil falling under heading 1511, 12.50% 7.50%
having an acid value of 4 or more and total caro-
tenoid (as beta carotene) in the range of 250mg/
kg. to 2500 mg/kg., in loose or bulk form for
manufacture of refined oil, refined palmolein,
vanaspati, bakery shortening or interesterified fats

1511 (B) Crude Palmolein falling under heading 1511, 12.50% 7.50%
having an acid value of 4 or more and total caro-
tenoid (as beta carotene) in the range of 500mg/
kg. to 2500 mg/kg., in loose or bulk form for
manufacture of refined oil, refined palmolein,
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vanaspati, bakery shortening or inter-esterified
fats/td

1511 (C) Fractions of crude palm oil (other than crude 12.50% 7.50%
palmolein) falling under heading 1511, having an
acid value of 2 or more and total carotenoid (as
betacarotene) in the range of 500 mg/kg.
to 2500 mg/kg., in loose or bulk form

Explanation.-For the purposes of this entry,
"Crude palm oil" means fixed vegetable oils, fluid
or solid, obtained by pressure, if they have
undergone no processing other than decantation,
centrifugation or filtration, provided that, in order
to separate the oils from solid particles only
mechanical force, such as gravity, pressure or
centrifugal force, has been employed, excluding
any absorption filtering process, fractionalization
or any other physical or chemical process. If
obtained by extraction an oil shall continue to be
considered as "crude", provided it has undergone
no change in colour, odour or taste when
compared with corresponding oil obtained by

pressure.

Sl. Chapter/ heading/ Description Old Duty New

No. sub-heading/tariff item of goods Rate Rate

[Notification No. 46/2016-Cus, dated 16th September 2016, Notification No. 48/2016-Cus, dated 8th

September 2016, Notification No. 49/2016-Cus, dated: 16th September 2016, Notification No.

50/2016-Cus, dated: 22nd September 2016, Notification No. 51/2016-Cus, dated: 23rd September 2016]

• Irrelevant paras w.r.t simultaneous availment SHIS & EPCG scrips in Notification No.104/2009-Customs,

dated the 14th September, 2009, Notification No.16/2015-Customs, dated the 1st April, 2015 and Notification

No. 17/2015-Customs, dated the 1st April,2015 has been removed appropriate provision are covered in

public notice. [Notification No. 51/2016-Cus, dated: 23rd September, 2016]

Non-Tariff:

• Tariff Value of following Imported goods have been further amended as given below:

Sl. Chapter/ heading/ Description Tariff value (US $
No. sub-heading/tariff item of goods Per Metric Tonne)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1. 1511 10 00 Crude Palm Oil 766

2. 1511 90 10 RBD Palm Oil 780

3. 1511 90 90 Others - Palm Oil 773

4. 1511 10 00 Crude Palmolein 793

5. 1511 90 20 RBD Palmolein 796

6. 1511 90 90 Others - Palmolein 795

7. 1507 10 00 Crude Soya bean Oil 817

8. 7404 00 22 Brass Scrap (all grades) 3004

9. 1207 91 00 Poppy seeds 2533
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Sl. Chapter/ heading/ Description of Tariff value
No. sub-heading/tariff item goods (US $)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1. 71 or 98 Gold, in any form, in respect of which the benefit 430 per 10 grams
of entries at serial number 321 and 323 of

the Notification No. 12/2012-Customs
dated 17.03.2012 is availed

2. 71 or 98 Silver, in any form, in respect of which the 620 per kilogram
benefit of entries at serial number 322 and 324

of the Notification No. 12/2012-Customs
dated 17.03.2012 is availed

Sr. Chapter/ heading/ Description of Tariff value US $

No. sub-heading / tariff item goods (Per Metric Tonne)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1. 080280 Areca nuts 2623"

 [Notification No. 120/2016-Cus (NT), dated 15th September, 2016.]

Anti-Dumping Duty:

• Definitive Anti-Dumping duty has been levied on

"Glass Fibre and Articles thereof" (CH-7019)

originating in, or exported from, People's

Republic of China. It shall be in force 1st

September 2016 to 31st August, 2021 unless

revoked earlier. [Notification No. 48/2016-Cus

(ADD), dated 1st September, 2016].

• Anti-Dumping duty levied on "Nitroaniline" (CH-

2921 42 26), originating in, or exported from ,

People's Republic of China has been further

extended up to and inclusive of the 8th

September, 2017. [Notification No. 49/2016-

Cus (ADD), dated 7th September, 2016].

Safeguards Duty:

• No New Notifications

Circulars:

• Circular has been issued w.r.t the Setting up of

'Customs Clearance Facilitation Committee'

(CCFC) for Land Customs Stations and Inland

Container Depots. The committee's responsibility

it to ensure expeditious Customs clearance of

imported and export goods. [Circular No.

44/2016 dated 22nd September, 2016]

• Circular has been issued w.r.t incorrect

simultaneous issuance of dual benefit of Zero

duty EPCG and SHIS to exporters under the FTP

2009-14. It has been directed to follow the

procedure as per notified in relevant public

notice. [Circular No. 45/2016 dated 23 rd

September, 2016]

Instructions:
• It has been instructed to customs officer that they

should issue the Sub Manifest Transshipment

Permit for transfer of cargo destined to ICDs by

rail without waiting for full discharge of the

vessel.[Instruction No. 29/2016 dated 7nd

September 2016].

• Entry of factory stuffed (including self-sealed)

export containers into port terminals prior to LEO

- It has been advised to all customs houses to

issue trade notice for allowing factory stuffed

container of all the entities. Currently it was

allowed to only to specific containers such as

factory stuffed cargo of Exporters having status

holder certificates / EOU / SEZ, refrigerated

container over dimensional cargo, motor vehicles

etc. [Instruction No. 30/2016 dated 7 th

September 2016]

• Instructions have been given regarding
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Implementation of rules of origin under Free/

Preferential Trade Agreements and the

verification of preferential Certificates of origin.

[Instruction No. 31/2016 dated 12th September

2016]

• Instructions have been issued w.r.t.

Classification of certain inorganic chemicals such

as mono potassium phosphate, calcium nitrate,

potassium magnesium phosphate as fertilizer. It

has been clarified that trade name cannot be

basis for classification in the current case.

[Instruction No. 32/2016 dated 23rd September

2016].

• Manual debits on physical copy of Advance

Authorizations registered at EDI Customs port:-

It has been instructed to the Customs Officers to

discontinue the practice of manually debiting the

duty on physical copy of the Advance

Authorization since it results in only duplication

of work. [Instruction No. 33/2016 dated 28th

September 2016].

CENTRAL EXCISE:

Notifications:

Tariff:

• Round copper wire or flat copper wire for use in

the manufacture of Photovoltaic (PV) ribbon

(tinned copper interconnect) for manufacture of

solar photovoltaic cells or modules are exempted

when cleared as per Central Excise (Removal of

Goods at Concessional Rate of Duty for

Manufacture of Excisable Goods) Rules, 2001.

Earlier certificate from Deputy Secretary to the

Government of India in the Department of

Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY)

was required to avail such exemption.

[Notification No.33/2016-CE, dated 2nd Sep

2016]

• Now exemption provided to Articles of goldsmiths'

or silversmiths' wares of precious metal or of

metal clad with precious metal, not bearing a

brand name and Articles of goldsmiths' or

silversmiths' wares of precious metal or of metal

clad with precious metal, not bearing a brand

name only if no Cenvat credit is availed

pertaining to input, capital goods and input

services. [Notification No.34/2016-CE, dated

8th Sep 2016]

Non-Tariff:

• In cases where benefits namely CENVAT credit

or facility of input stage rebate under rule 18 of

CE Rules, 2002 or procurement under bond

under rule 19(2) is availed, no drawback shall

be available. Also in cases where input stage

rebate on diesel is availed or diesel is procured

without payment of Central Excise Duty under

rule 19(2) not drawback shall be available.

Suitable declaration (d) in form ARE-2 inserted

accordingly. [Notification No.44/2016-CE,

dated 16th Sep 2016]

• Now for availment of CENVAT credit under

CCR,2004 there is no requirement of enclosing

photocopies of the railway receipts (RRs). Credit

can be availed based on the STTG certificate.

[Notification No.45/2016-CE, dated 20th Sep

2016]

• It has been specified that there will be

requirement of executing the general bond or

submission of security for availing benefit under

Central Excise (Removal of Goods at

Concessional Rate of Duty for Manufacture of

Excisable and Other Goods) Rules, 2016.

[Notification No.46/2016-CE, dated 26th Sep

2016]

• Officers of Central excise working in Audit

Formations who are invested with powers of

Central Excise Officers can also do adjudication

along with Audit & issue of show cause notice.

[Notification No.47/2016-CE, dated 28th Sep

2016]

Circulars:

• It has been again clarified that, no duty payment

in cases where goods manufactured by EOU and

cleared in to DTA without payment of Central

Excise Duty against Advance Licence/

Authorisation. [Circular No.1046/34/2016-CX,

dated 16th Sep 2016]

• In cases where benefits namely CENVAT credit

or facility of input stage rebate under rule 18 of
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CE Rules, 2002 or procurement under bond

under rule 19(2) is availed, no drawback shall

be available. Also in cases where input stage

rebate on diesel is availed or diesel is procured

without payment of Central Excise Duty under

rule 19(2) not drawback shall be available.

[Circular No.1047/35/2016-CX, dated 16th Sep

2016]

• Procedure for issuing service tax certificate for

transportation of goods by rail (STTG Certificate)

has been prescribed. It should be in format as

prescribed in 'Annexure A' of the said circular.

[Circular No.1048/35/2016-CX, dated 20th Sep

2016]

• Revised Monetary Limits for adjudication of Show

Cause Notice in Central Excise and Service Tax

has be prescribed as below;

Sr. Central Excise Officer Monitory limits for

No. Central Excise

1 Additional / Exceeding Rs.50 Lakhs

Joint Commissioner

2 Deputy/Assistant Above Rs.10 Lakhs

but not exceeding

Rs.50 Lakhs

3 Superintendent Not exceeding

Rs.10 Lakhs

[Circular No.1049/37/2016-CX, dated 29th Sep

2016]

Instructions:

• It has been instructed that for withdrawal of

identified cases by the Department pending

before CESTAT/HC is to be done by 5th Sep,

otherwise detail report to be submitted for non-

withdrawal of the cases. [F.No.390/Misc./163/

2010-JC dated 2nd Sep 2016]

• It has been instructed to the filed formations to

find out the violations in case of service tax

matters provision of immunity granted to a

person from prosecution, penalty and fine shall

stand withdrawn if such person fails to pay any

sums specified under order of settlement.

[F.No.275/29/2016-CX.8 A dated 21st Sep

2016]

SERVICE TAX

Notifications:
• Abatement has been provided to the services of

transportation of passenger under the operations

of Regional Connectivity Scheme Airport as

notified by the Ministry of Civil Aviation.

[Notification No. 38/2016 ST dated 30 th

August 2016]

• Exemption on Service provided by

Government to - Telecom Sector: - Appropriate

amendment has been made in Sr. No. 62 of the

Notification No. 25/2012 ST dated 20th June

2012. Prior to this amendment exemption was

valid only for the year 2015-16 now exemption

is applicable for the period prior to 1st April 2016.

[Notification No. 39/2016 ST dated 2nd

September 2016]

• Exemption on Service provided by way of

renting of religious place meant for general

public: - exemption provided earlier is now

restricted to only service provider who is a

registered entity under Income Tax Act as Trust/

Charitable Trust/Religious Trust. [Notification

No. 40/2016 ST dated 6th September 2016]

• Exemption on Service provided by State

Government Industrial Development

Corporations/Undertakings by way of

granting long term lease of Industrial Plot: -

exemption is provided on the onetime upfront

payment made to the corporations for long term

lease (period exceeding 30 years). [Notification

No. 41/2016 ST dated 22th September 2016]

Circular:

• Clarification have been issued w.r.t the

exemption on the Services by way of renting

of religious place meant for general public:-

"Precinct" has been defined and it is also has

been clarified the word precinct has to be given

broader meaning & not narrow meaning.

[Circular No. 200/10/2016-Service Tax dated

6th September 2016]

Instructions:

• No New Instruction.
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FOREIGN TRADE POLICY

Notificatons:
• Increase in the total quantity of 'Red Sanders

Wood' to export by the Government of Andhra

Pradesh from 8584.1363 MTs to 8498.095 MTs

which subsumes the quantity of the exports

already made by the Government of Andhra

Pradesh as per earlier provisions of Notification

No. 47 (RE-2013)/2009-2014 dated 24.10.2013

and Public Notice No. 42(RE-2013)/2009-2014

dated 03.12.2013. Public Notice No. 42(RE-

2013)/2009-2014 dated 03.12.2013 have been

superseded.

• Time up to 30th April 2017 has been allowed to

the Government of Andhra Pradesh &

Directorate of Revenue Intelligence to finalize the

modalities and complete the process of exports

of respective allocated quantity of 'Red Sanders

Wood'. [Notification No. 24/2015-2020 dated

29th Aug 2016]

• Prohibition on export of 'Red Sanders wood' in

log form has been relaxed for export of 383.132

MT through State Government of Maharashtra

& Tamil Nadu. [Notification No. 25/2015-2020

dated 2nd Sept 2016]

• The Actual User (AU) condition on import of

Industrial Urea / Technical Grade Urea (TGU)

having ITC (HS) code 3102 10 00 is being

removed. [Notification No. 26/2015-2020 dated

9th Sept 2016]

• Imports of 'Rough Marbles and Travertine Blocks

having ITC (HS) Codes 25151100, 25151210

and 25151290 are now freely allowed w.e.f.

01.10.2016 with provided that CIF Value should

be US$ 200 or above per MT. [Notification No.

27(RE-2015) /2015-2020 dated 17th Sept 2016]

• Imports of Items specified under ITC (HS)

68021000, 68022110, 68022120, 68022190,

68029100, 68029200 and 25151220 related to

'Marble slabs' is now freely permitted w.e.f.

01.10.2016 provided that the CIF value should

be US$ 40 or above per square meter (for

maximum thickness of slab of 20 mm).

[Notification No. 28 (RE-2015) /2015-2020

dated 17th Sept 2016]

• Imports of Items specified under ITC (HS)

68022310, 68022390, 68029300 related to

'Granite slabs' is now freely permitted w.e.f.

01.10.2016 provided that the CIF value should

be US$ 50 or above per square meter (for

maximum thickness of slab of 20 mm).

[Notification No. 29 (RE-2015) /2015-2020

dated 17th Sept 2016]

Public Notices:
• MEIS rate for Onion is notified. It would be

effective for exports made up to 31.12.2016.

[Public Notice No. 26/2015-20 dated the 26th

Aug. 2016]

• Procedure for Special advance authorization

Scheme for export of Articles of Apparel and

clothing accessories has been specified w.e.f.

01 Sep.2016. [Public Notice No. 27/2015-20

dated the 31st Aug. 2016]

• Para 4.61 of FTP 2015-20 has amended to cover

minimum value addition for export of Silver/

Platinum jewellery and articles thereof. This

amendment applicable from 01.04.2015. [Public

Notice No. 28/2015-20 dt. the 2nd Sept. 2016]

• All exporters of Gems & Jewellery products

manufactured from gold who had not been

provided benefit of replenishment of gold due to

RBI circular from 22.07.2013 to 14.02.2014 have

been provided one-time facility to claim one-time

facility to claim replenishment of gold within 120

days from the date of issuance of public notice

subject to fulfilment of all other conditions of the

FTP and HBP 2009-14. [Public Notice No. 29/

2015-20 dated the 8th Sept. 2016]

• The Exporters who have incorrectly availed

benefit of Zero percent EPCG and SHIS have

been provided an option to surrender one of the

benefits subjects to certain conditions. [Public

Notice No. 30/2015-20 dt. the 8th Sept. 2016]

• A) M/s, Melt Enterprises Ltd. UK is recognized

as Pre- Shipment Inspection Agency in Appendix

2 G

B) The Details of authorized instruments for

inspection in respect of Asia Inspection Agency

Co. Ltd Thailand is re-notified. [Public Notice

No. 31/2015-20 dated the 9th Sept. 2016]
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• New products has been added and some

amendment has been made in list of products

with reward rates of Appendix 3B under MEIS.

[Public Notice No. 32/2015-20 dated the 22nd

Sept. 2016]

• Guidelines for designating / Certifying a common

service provider under Para 5.02 (b) of FTP

2015-20 are included in the ANF 5A [application

for issue of EPCG Authorization]. ANF 5A stand

amended to that extent. [Public Notice No. 33/

2015-20 dated the 23rd Sept. 2016]

Trade Notices:
• Procedure for filing and processing of an

application for Special Advance Authorization

Scheme for Export of Articles of Apparel and

Clothing Accessories which is come in to force

from 1st Sept 2016 has been defined and

clarified. [Trade Notice No. 15/2016 dated 31st

Aug. 2016]

• Detailed guidelines & procedure for Issuance of

Duty Credit Scrips under Incremental Export

Incentivisation Scheme (IEIS) for quarterly period

(01.01.2013 to 31.03.2013) in accordance to

Trade Notice No.4 dated 05.05.2016 has been

issued. [Trade Notice No. 16/2016 dated 14th

Sept. 2016]

• It has been clarified that, the Refund of TED as

per FTP, subject to all other conditions, shall

continue to be available where the ab-initio

exemption was not provided and duty had been

paid using CENVAT credit. However DOR has

advised that necessary safeguards should be

adopted to ensure that the TED is not already

claimed or shall not be otherwise claimed as

refund in any other manner such as area based

exemptions. No TED refund shall be allowed

where ab-initio exemption was available. [Trade

Notice No. 17/2016 dated 22nd Sept. 2016]

• Clarification in respect of definition of 'Service

Provider under Common Service Providers (CSP)

in EPCG Scheme has been defined as under:

In the context of common service providers

under the EPCG scheme dealt with in Para 5.02

of the FTP the definition of service provider

include the job workers of the type illustrated in

the following example:

Example: There may be multiple garment

exporters obtaining services at different stages

of garment manufacturing (such as knitting,

dyeing, compacting, printing, embroidering,

labelling, cutting etc.) from a number of other

units who own these facilities but do not engage

in the export of garments. The arrangement

gives flexibility to exporters to not own all the

infrastructures for conversion from inputs to final

export products. [Trade Notice No. 18/2016

dated 23rd Sept. 2016]

Trade Circulars:
• It has been clarified that Free sale and

Commerce Certificate can also be issued to

Merchant Exporters if they provide the details of

manufacturer of the Item in Annexure "A" of

Appendix 2H. [Policy Circular No.02/2015-2020

dated 15th Sept. 2016]

INCOME TAX

Notification

• Government of the Republic of India and

Government of Maldives has entered in DTAA

agreement [Notification 77/2016 dated 2nd

Sept. 2016]

• Government of the Republic of India and

Government of Maldives has entered into

agreement for Exchange of Information with

respect to Taxes. [Notification 76/2016 dated

2nd Sept. 2016]

• Government of the Republic of India and

Government of Seychelles has entered into

agreement for Exchange of Information with

respect to Taxes. [Notification 80/2016 dated

8th Sept. 2016]

• No TDS to be deducted for payment made to

Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams, Tirupati,

Andhra Pradesh in respect to payments of the

nature of Interest on securities, Interest other than

Interest on securities and rent. [Notification

81/2016 dated 9th Sept. 2016]

• Central Government notifies M/s. India Infradebt

Limited as an infrastructure debt fund for the

purposes of Sec 10(47) of Income Tax Act where
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any income of an infrastructure debt fund, set

up in accordance with the guidelines as may be

prescribed do not form part of total income.

[Notification 83/2016 dated 16th Sept. 2016]

• Department has amended FORM 64A as

specified under Income Tax Rules which

contains Statement of income distributed by a

business trust to be furnished under section

115UA of the Income-tax Act, 1961. [Notification

84/2016 dated 16th Sept. 2016]

• Central Government notifies some districts in the

State of Andhra Pradesh as backward areas

under Sec 32AD (i) of Income tax Act, 1962.

[Notification 85/2016 dated 28th Sept. 2016]

Circulars:

• Wherever in the course of search under section

132 or survey operation under section 133A of

Income-tax Act, 1961, any document is found

as a proof for having already filed a declaration

under the Scheme, including acknowledgement

issued by the Income-tax Department for having

filed a declaration, no enquiry would be made

by the Income-tax Department in respect of

sources of undisclosed income or investment in

movable or immovable property declared in a

valid declaration made in accordance with the

provisions of the Scheme. [Circular 32/2016

dated 1st Sept. 2016]

• Where a declaration is made under the Scheme

for years not under assessment on identical issue

which is pending assessment and the person

offer to pay tax and interest, if any, on such issue

for the year pending assessment, the person

shall be treated as having "co-operated in

enquiry" within meaning of Sec 273 A of Income

tax Act. [Circular 34/2016 dated 21st Sept. 2016]

MVAT

Notifications:
• Department has added CERTIFICATE A where

declaration by a manufacturer of Liquor holding

License appended to relevant rules made under

Maharashtra Prohibition Act. [VAT.1516/CR-99/

Taxation-1 dated 6th Sep. 2016]

• Government has increased VAT rate from 5.5%

to 6% for Schedule C items, VAT rate from 12.5%

to 13.5% for Schedule E items effective from

17.09.2016. [VAT. 1516/CR 123/ Taxation-1,

Dated 16th Sept. 2016]

Circular:

• Some of clarification issued by department w.r.t

Settlement of Arrears in Disputes Act, 2016

a. The applicant is required to enclose the copy

of order of ad-interim stay, interim stay or

final stay which may be valid till the date of

withdrawal of appeal order or not.

b. The acknowledgement of receipt of request

letter for withdrawal of appeal should be

treated as sufficient proof for withdrawal of

appeal.

c. Audit report in respect of the periods under

Settlement Act if filed on or before

31.10.2016 then the applicant will be

allowed 100% waiver of the penalty

imposed. [24 T of 2016 dated 03.09.2016]

• Government has decided that Builders/

Developers who had complied with all conditions

mentioned in earlier circular and has paid

compounding fees later on i.e. after 30.11.2012,

they shall be considered for administrative relief.

[26 T of 2016 dated 08th Sept. 2016]

COMPANY LAW

Notifications:
• Designation of the following Court as Special

Court for the purposes of providing speedy trial

of offences punishable under the Companies

Act, 2013 with imprisonment of two years or more

under the Companies Act, 2013:

Sr. Existing Court Jurisdiction as
No. Special Court

1 Sessions Judge, State of Chhattisgarh
Bilaspur

2 Court of Special Judge, State of Rajasthan
(Sati Niwaran), Jaipur

3 Court of Sessions State of Punjab
Judge and 2nd
Additional Sessions
Judge, S.A.S. Nagar
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4 Court of Sessions State of Haryana

Judge and 2nd

Additional Sessions

Judge, Gurgaon

5 Court of Sessions Union Territory of

Judge and 2nd Chandigarh

Additional Sessions

Judge, Chandigarh

6 I Additional District Districts of Coimbatore,

and Sessions Court, Dharmapuri, Dindigul,

Coimbatore Erode, Krishnagiri,

Namakkal, Nilgiris,

Salem andTiruppur.

7 II Additional District Union Territory of

and Sessions Court, Puducherry

Puducherry

8 Sessions Judge, State of Manipur

Imphal East

[Notification No. S. O. 2843(E ) dated 1st Sept.

2016]

• Provisions of section 124, sub-sections (1) to (4),

(6) [with respect to the manner of administration

of the Investor Education and Protection Fund]

and (8) to (11) of section 125 of Companies Act,

2013 shall come into force w.e.f. 7th Sept 2016.

[Notification No. S. O. 2866(E ) dated 5th Sept.

2016]

• New rules viz. 'The Investor Education and

Protection Fund (Accounting, Audit, Transfer and

Refund) Rules 2016 has been issued and come

into force w.e.f. 7th Sept 2016. [Notification No.

G.S.R. (E ) dated 5th Sept. 2016]

• Amendment in rules about 'The Investor

Education and Protection Fund Authority

(Appointment of Chairperson and Members,

holding of meetings and Provisions for offices

and officers) Rules, 2016' with insertion of

following rule:

"3A- The Authority shall be a body corporate by

the name aforesaid having perpetual succession

and a common seal with power to acquire, hold

and dispose of property, both movable and

immovable, and to contract and shall, by the said

name, sue or be sued." [Notification No. G.S.R.

(E ) dated 5th Sept. 2016]

• Provisions of Section 227 (w.r.t. Legal Advisors

and Bankers not to disclose certain information),

Section 242 (w.r.t. Powers of Tribunal), Section

246, Section 337 to 341(w.r.t. Penalty for frauds

by officers, liability for fraudulent conduct of

business, powers of tribunals in this respect etc.)

has been notified and come into force w.e.f. 9th

Sept 2016. [Notification No. S.O. 2912 (E )

dated 9th Sept. 2016]

• New rules viz. 'The Companies (Mediation and

Conciliation) Rules, 2016' has been issued and

come into force w.e.f. 09-09-2016. [Notification

No. G.S.R. 877(E ) dated 9th Sept. 2016]

• Following revised provisions and changes issued

in Schedule V of Companies Act, 2013 w.r.t.

Conditions to be fulfilled for the appointment of

a Managing / Whole time Director or a Manager

without the Approval of Central Government :

"Section II- Revised ceiling limits for remuneration

payable by companies having no profit or

inadequate profit without Central Government

approval:

Where in any financial year during the currency

of tenure of a managerial person, a company

has no profits or its profits are inadequate, it may,

without Central Government approval, pay

remuneration to the managerial person not

exceeding the limits under (A) and (B) given

below:-

(1) (2)

Where the effective Limit of yearly

capital is remuneration payable

shall not exceed (Rupees)

(i) Negative or less than 60 lakhs

5 crores

(ii) 5 crores and above 84 lakhs

but less than 100 crores

(iii) 100 crores and above 120 lakhs

but less than 250 crores

(iv) 250 crores and above 120 lakhs plus 0.01% of

the effective capital in

excess of Rs. 250 crores

Provided that the above limits shall be doubled if

the resolution passed by the shareholders is a

special resolution. For further more details please
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read the Notification. [Notification No. S. O.

2922(E ) dated 12th Sept. 2016]

• Following amendments in The Companies

(Management and Administration) Rules, 2014

has been issued:

1. Rule 3: Time period for compliances w.r.t.

Maintenance of Members register in Form

MGT-1 as per provisions of Companies Act,

2013 earlier allowed for six months from the

date of commencement of Act, but now it is

omitted and changed as it should be

complied with transfer of earlier information

and for additional information may also be

added in the register as and when provided

by the members.

2. Rule 9: Filing of declaration in respect of

beneficial interest in any shares by the

members in Form MGT-4 and MGT-5 now

require filing in single copy earlier wordings

as 'in duplicate' has been omitted.

3. Rule 13: Substitution of wordings as under:

"Every listed company shall file with the

Registrar, a return in Form No. MGT.10,

with respect to changes in the shareholding

position of promoters and top ten

shareholders of the company, in each case

representing increase or decrease by 2%

or more of the paid-up share capital of the

Company, within fifteen days of such

change."

4. Rule 17: Now calling of an Extraordinary

General Meeting by Rrequisitionist can be

convened on any day except National

Holiday. The wording on working day is

replaced by wordings as 'on any day except

National Holiday'.

5. Rule 20 sub-rule 2: It has been clarified that

a Nidhi, or an enterprise or institutional

investor referred to in Chapter XB or

Chapter XC of the Securities and Exchange

Board of India (Issue of Capital and

Disclosure Requirements) Regulations,

2009 is not required to provide the facility

to members to vote by electronic means.

Accordingly proviso has been inserted with

explanation of term 'Nidhi'.

6. Omission of sub-rule 7 ad 14 stating about

provisions about resolution shall be deemed

to be passed if assent of majority of

shareholders received by electronic means

from Rule 22 stating procedure to be

followed for conducting business through

postal ballot.

7. Now minutes books of general meetings are

not allowed to be kept at any other place

other than the registered office and shall be

preserved in the custody of company

secretary or any director duly authorized by

the Board.

8. Form MGT-6 (Return to the Registrar in

respect of declaration under Section 89

received by the Company) has been

substituted.

[Notification No. S. O. 2922(E ) dated 12th

Sept. 2016]

Circulars:

• New e-form Form IEPF-1 introduced w.e.f. 7th

Sept 2016 replacing the earlier e-form Form 1-

INV (for filing of details required under Investor

Education and Protection Fund (Accounting,

Audit, Transfer and Refund) Rules 2016.

Further declared the extension of time for filing

of IEPF-1 up to 6th Oct, 2016 having due dates

to file between 25th Mar 2016 to 6th Sept 2016

without any additional fees. [General Circular

No. 10/2016 dated 07th Sept. 2016]
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FX Updates

USD/INR ($)

The INR traded mixed against the US Dollar due to a lack of major cues. The Rupee traded higher after the US Fed
kept interest-rates unchanged in September '16. However, investors are likely to remain cautious ahead of the US
Presidential election-jitters, which could hurt the local currency. Expected FII inflows into domestic equities are
likely to support the Rupee. The Rupee could trade with a negative bias against the US Dollar in the range of 66.20-
67.10 levels due to increased geo-political tensions between India and Pakistan.

EUR/INR (   )

The EURtraded lower against a basket of major currencies due to weak EZ economic data. Lower-than-expected
German ZEW Economic Sentiment data weighed on the Euro. Investors were disappointed as the ECB kept
interest-rates at status-quo, despite EZ CPI at zero, which also hurt the common currency. ECB President Mario
Draghi's hint could provide further direction to the EUR. The Euro is expected to trade lower on the back of broad
strength in the US Dollar.

GBP/INR (£)

The British Pound fell against the US Dollar, which also supported the Rupee appreciation. The Sterling touched
post-Brexit levels on the back of anxiety that the UK is likely to trigger Article 50 formal notification of intention to
leave the EU in early 2017.The Pound is likely to remain subdued as the BoE warned that Britain is likely to face
a challenging period of uncertainty and adjustment in the coming days. The GBP is likely to trade lower in the
coming months.

JPY/INR (¥)

The JPYtraded mixed against the INR due to mixed investor-sentiment. The BoJ left interest-rates unchanged at
-0.1%. Japanese exports fell due to a stronger Yen, which could increase pressure on the BoJ policymakers.
However, a government official saidthat the Japanese financial authorities are watching for speculative currency
market movements and would intervene only if need be, which could hurt the JPY.

Tenure USD/INR EUR/INR GBP/INR JPY/INR

Current Levels (30/09/2016) 66.66 74.79 86.47 0.6583

1 Week 66.45 - 66.95 74.50 - 74.95 86.30 - 87.10 0.6550 - 0.6610

2 Weeks 66.75 - 67.05 74.30 - 74.75 86.60 - 87.20 0.6630 - 0.6680

4 Weeks 66.65 - 67.10 73.80 - 74.55 86.50 - 87.05 0.6650 - 0.6710

Key Economic Indicators

Date Currency Event Forecast Previous

03-10-2016 INR Nikkei Manufacturing PMI 51.4 52.6

03-10-2016 USD ISM Manufacturing PMI - -

05-10-2016 INR Nikkei Services PMI 51.5 54.7

11-10-2016 GBP CPI - -

12-10-2016 USD FOMC Meetings Minutes - -

12-10-2016 INR Inflation Rate 5.3% 5.05%

18-10-2016 USD CPI - -

20-10-2016 EUR ECB Press Conference - -

25-10-2016 USD Prelim GDP - -

31-10-2016 JPY BOJ Policy Rate - -

31-10-2016 JPY Monetary Policy Statement - -
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CBEC Notified Exchange Rate for Conversion of Foreign Currency w. e. f,
16th September, 2016 [Notification No.121/2016-Customs (N.T)

Dated 15th September, 2016]

SCHEDULE - I

S.No. Foreign Currency

Rate of exchange of one unit of foreign currency

equivalent to Indian rupees

(For Imported Goods) (For Export Goods)

1. Australian Dollar 50.80 49.05

2. Bahrain Dinar 183.70 171.40

3. Canadian Dollar 51.40 49.85

4. Danish Kroner 10.30 9.90

5. EURO 76.55 74.00

6. Hong Kong Dollar 8.75 8.50

7. Kuwait Dinar 229.55 214.75

8. New Zealand Dollar 49.60 47.70

9. Norwegian Kroner 8.25 7.95

10. Pound Sterling 90.25 87.20

11. Singapore Dollar 49.80 48.20

12. South African Rand 5.10 4.75

13. Saudi Arabian Riyal 18.45 17.25

14. Swedish Kroner 8.00 7.70

15. Swiss Franc 70.00 67.55

16. UAE Dirham 18.80 17.65

17. US Dollar 67.75 66.05

18. Chinese Yuan 10.20 9.85

S.No. Foreign Currency

Rate of exchange of 100 units of foreign currency

equivalent to Indian rupees

(For Imported Goods) (For Export Goods)

 1. Japanese Yen 66.55 64.35

2. Kenya Shilling 68.35 63.90

SCHEDULE-II
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PREPAREDNESS TOWARDS GST....
By CMA Ashok B. Nawal

Contact: +91 9890165001 • Email: nawal@bizsolindia.com

No sooner political hurdles were out and consensus

amongst the political party reach in the Rajya Sabha,

122nd Constitutional Amendment Bill, 16 states have

immediately ratified 122nd Constitutional Amendment

Bill and thereafter subsequent steps and actions,

which has been taken by the Central Govt. really

shows the seriousness and commitments to

implement GST on the committed day, which can be

seen from the following sequence of events:

• Assent by Hon. President of India

• Constitution (101st) Amendment Act, 2016

(incorporating provisions of 122nd Constitution

amendment Bill) already notified on 8th

September 2016

• GST Council already notified w.e.f. 12th

September 2016

• Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14,

15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 of the Constitution

(101st) Amendment Act, 2016 has come into the

force w.e.f. 16.09.2016

• First meeting of GST Council on 21st & 22nd

Sept. 2016, wherein threshold limit & issues of

dual control has been finalised

• Second Meeting scheduled on 30th September

2016 and subsequent meeting is scheduled on

16th & 17th October 2016.

• Draft Rules for registration, invoicing, payment,

refund and Returns put on public domain

• Draft provisions for Tax Return Preparer put on

the public domain

The sequence is on the legal framework and Central

Govt., Department of Revenue and Empowered

Committee of Finance Ministers have already

completed their rounds of their discussions with all

the stake holders from 16th August to 30th Sept. 2016

and all states are also following the same foot-steps.

Further Department of Revenue have trained 350

master trainers and such 350 master trainers are

continuously giving the training to Central Govt. and

State Govt. officers.

As far as infrastructure is concerned, there is a

continuous monitoring from Hon. Finance Minister

Arun Jaitely and PMO for creating the infrastructure

through GSTN and Infosys. Further, Hon. Minister

Nitin Gadkari have already announced to invest Rs.

4,000/- Cr for revamping the check post for installation

of scanners to avoid the transit delay and checking.

The commitment and schedule given by GSTN is as

follows:

• Development of GST Frontend and Backend for

17 States by GSTN: End December 2016

• CBEC's Backend systems: End November 2016

• Backend systems of 14 States: End November

2016

• Backend systems of Pr. CCA, Banks, RBI & State

accounting authorities: End November 2016

• Testing and integration of GST Front end and

backend of all stakeholders: Jan - March 2017

In other words, as far as preparedness in concerned

from the Central Govt. and State Govt., they are

committed to implement GST w.e.f. 1st April 2017.

Now time has come to introspect whether Trade and

Industries are getting ready / prepared to implement

most awaited Tax reforms after freedom. However, it

seems that now trade & industries will have to make

up the speed and get prepared for welcoming new

tax reform, which is called as "Game Changer".

Why "Game Changer"?

• Single Tax with the same provisions as against

Multiple Acts &Compliances and Returns

• Different Valuation basis

• Different Adjudications

• No ambiguity under GST as against prevailing
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in respect of manufacturer

Service Tax & VAT in case of

o Restaurant Services

o Works Contract

o Right to use of Movable goods

o Software

o IPR

• No ambiguity under GST as against prevailing

Excise& Service tax for

o Drawings and Designs

o Software

o Commissioning & Installation

• Change in Taxable Event in case of Excise:

Taxable Event is Manufacture/ Deemed

Manufacture now will be "SUPPLY"

• Different Valuation Mechanism: Production

Capacity/ Transaction Value/ MRP in Excise and

now same Valuation for CGST & SGST or IGST

• Same Exemptions for CGST & SGST or IGST

as against different exemptions in Absolute

&Conditional in VAT and Excise

• No Duty Exemption Zone - Uttaranchal /

Himachal Pradesh / J&K / N&E

• Change in definition of services, place of supply,

time of supply and valuation

• One Nation, One Tax.

In the GST regime, there will be no tax on tax or

cascading effect and hence following taxes were part

of the cost of production and cost of services and

thereby there was increase in pricing level, whereas

prices will go down in the GST regime for the following

reasons:

Cascading effect of taxes:

• Tax on Tax

• SAD to Service Provider

• VAT Credit to Service Provider

• VAT Retention for Stock Transfer and less credit

for capital goods

• Cenvat Credit on Input Services to Trader

• Central Sales Tax

• Entry Tax

• Purchase Tax

In view of the above, the prices will come down and

there will be less inflation provided all the stake holders

pass the benefits which will reach to the ultimate

consumer and that will be a real contribution for the

nation building.

Steps to Implement GST by Trade and
Industries:

A. Understanding of Business Transactions in the

changed scenario to find out the impact of GST:

B. Classification of the transactions into specified

w.r.t. Goods & Service & Place of provisions.

C. Understanding of Flow Chart for enabling the

change in business strategies with GST

perspective:

i. Organization

ii. Material Movement - Prior manufacturing

iii. Material Movement - During manufacturing

or for other purpose.

iv. Distribution Pattern - Post manufacturing

D. Understanding functions of each Department at

Macro & Micro level to assess the GST impact

on their transactions and mapping them with

existing Business Model.

E. Understanding of warehousing & logistic model

including depot, branches, stock level thereof for

GST impact and restructuring thereof with the

perspective of GST.

F. Understanding distribution patterns till ultimate

sale to consumer for GST impact and

restructuring thereof.

G. Understanding of suppliers - nature of goods,

place of supply & present contractual terms for

GST impact and restructuring thereof and

benchmark the new rates in GST.

H. Understanding service providers including

contractors & contractual terms and place of

supply for GST impact and restructuring thereof

and benchmark the new rates in GST.

I. Understanding of sales policy including schemes,

discounts, return of goods for GST impact and

restructuring thereof for changing the sales

promotion and marketing strategies.

J. Crafting Business Strategies
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i. Analyzing function wise GST leakages &

liabilities form the existing business strategy.

ii. Finalizing new business strategies and

continuous consultation with GST Core

Group of the company (multifunction team).

K. Contract Review

i. Finalizing revised terms & conditions in GST

regime

ii. Finalizing amendment to the present POs

during transition period

iii. Probable reduction in purchase price: A-

Class vendors

L. Transaction Restructuring w.r.t. existing ERP &

proposed ERP with interface through GSTN

M. Developing SOPs in each function of the

Department including GST compliance

i. Finalizing Accounting Control for Tax

Compliance and Tax Management.

ii. Mapping Transactions to ERP System.

N. Preparedness for Transitional Period so as to

avail transitional credit and not to lose any ITC

(Cenvat Credit)

O. Continuous Training at all levels.

i. Senior Level Team for decision making

ii. Middle Management for implementation

iii. Lower Management & Operating Team for

documentation and compliances.

It is advisable to do all activities as mentioned above

then only it can be stated Trade and Industry is also

prepared not only to implement GST but reap the

benefits of GST, which will enhance 1.5% growth of

GDP and contribute to the nation building
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE DRAFT GST RULES
(Registration, Invoicing, Payment, Return & Refund)

By CMA Ashok B. Nawal

Contact: +91 9890165001 • Email: nawal@bizsolindia.com

Following Draft GST Rules & formats were put on the

public domain inviting suggestions upto 28th Sept

2016 giving only 1-2 days.

• Draft Goods & Services Tax -Invoice Rules, 20-

• Draft Goods & Services Tax - Payment Rules,

20-

• Draft Goods & Services Tax - Refund Rules, 20-

• Draft Goods & Services Tax - Registration Rules,

20-

• Draft Goods & Services Tax - Return Rules, 20-

DRAFT GST FORMATS:

• Draft Formats under Goods &

Services Tax -Invoice Rules, 20- : 1 Form

• Draft Goods & Services Tax Rules,

20 - Payment Formats : 7 Forms

• Refund Forms for Centre & State : 10 Forms

• Draft Goods & Services Tax Rules,

20 - Registration Formats : 26 Forms

• Draft Goods & Services Tax Rules,

20 - Return Formats : 11 Forms

o GSTR - 9b

o ITC Mismatch Report

o Tax Return Preparer : 7 Forms

Business Process Reports on registrations, payment,

return and refund were put on the public domain in

the month of October 2015 and number of

suggestions were invited. Model GST Law was put

on the public domain on 14th June 2016 and around

40,000 suggestions were received. Stake Holders

Meeting was arranged by Department of Revenue,

CBEC and Empowered Committee of Finance

Ministers independently and jointly and thereafter

these rules were put on the public domain which may

be perhaps approved and recommended by GST

Council on 30th Sept, 16th& 17th October 2016.

However, there is hardly any change in the provisions

as mentioned in the Business Process Reports. Most

of the provisions without any changesare appearing

in the Draft GST Rules.

Salient features of the same are given below:

• Registration:

1. Existing registered unit under Central Excise,

Service Tax, VAT will be automatically registered

and they will be granted Provisional Registration

Certificate in Form GST REG-21andeach person

will have to file the application in Form GST REG

20 within 6months from obtaining the provisional

registration certificate.

2. Each person will have to obtain separate

registration in each State online. However,the

said registration is valid for CGST, IGST, SGST.

3. Registration Certificate would be granted in Form

GST REG-06

4. GST Number will be 15 digit. State wise PAN-

based 15-digit GSTIN

1st & 2nd Digit - State Code as defined under

the Indian Census 2011 - unique two digit code

3rd to 12th Digit - PAN

13th Digit - alpha-numeric - 1 to 9 and then

A to Z

14th Digit - Blank for future use

15th Digit - Check Digit

5. Registration will be granted to the person as

defined under Income Tax Act 1961, i.e. "person"

includes-

(i) an individual,

(ii) a Hindu undivided family,

(iii) a company,

(iv) a firm,

(v) an association of persons or a body of

individuals, whether incorporated or not,
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(vi) a local authority, and

(vii) every artificial juridical person, not falling

within any of the preceding sub-clauses.

Explanation – For the purposes of this clause, an

association of persons or a body of individuals or a

local authority or an artificial juridical person shall be

deemed to be a person, whether or not such person

or body or authority or juridical person was formed or

established or incorporated with the object of deriving

income, profits or gains;

6. Registration will be granted to the following

categories :

i. Normal Tax payer/ Regular: Any person can

obtain the registration who had crossed the

turnover of threshold limit or opted for such

registration even though the turnover is less

than threshold limit. Though the limit has

not been specified in the business process

report, it is expected to be Rs. 20 Lacs,

however it will be substantially lower for

North Eastern States.

If any person wish to off for multiple

registrations in one state that will also would

be allowed at its option subject to having

two different business verticals however no

ITC credit / refund can be adjusted between

such business verticals even though it is of

same legal entity.

ii. Compounding Dealer Registration: The

person whose turnover is below certain

specified limit but above the threshold limit

can opt for compounding registration.

However once such specified limit crossed

such registration will be automatically

considered as normal tax payer. Though the

limit has not been specified in the business

process report, it is expected to be up to

Rs. 50 Lacs.

iii. Casual Dealer Registration: Any person who

do not have registration in particular State

wish to obtain temporary registration for

limited period, registration will be granted

till the time it is require and it will be cancelled

after 7 days of such validity of the period is

over. This facility will be beneficial to the

participants in any exhibition/ event.

iv. Unique identification number (ID) for

specified organization like UN, Government

authorities / PSUs : Where it is expected to

not have the incidence of tax like UN or

when there are B2B transactions between

any dealer and Government Authorities/

PSUs unique identification number will be

granted.

v. Input Service Distributor for Services: When

any person have got multiple units but

availing services at one unit/corporate office

in such case such amount of GST will be

distributed to other units and hence

separate registration will have to be

obtained by such unit.

vi. Suo-moto registration for enforcement

cases by Tax Authorities: Whenever any

enforcement Department visits to the non-

registered dealer and certain amount is

getting deposited, then suo-moto

registration will be given and such dealer

will be considered as registered dealer.

vii. Non-resident Supplier: Any non-resident

person if recipient of supplier of the goods

in India/ state and do not have permanent

establishment in India/State Such person

can be granted the registration under the

said category and such person needs to fulfil

the requirement as required by casual tax

payer.

7. Registration application will have following

details :

I. Name of the Applicant

II. Trade Name

III. Address of Principal place of Business

IV. Address for Correspondence (Email,

Mobile, Landline, Etc.)

V. Constitution of Business

VI. PAN

VII. State Code

VIII. Option for Composition

IX. Date of Commencement of business

X. Date on which liability to tax pay arises

XI. Reason for liability to obtain registration

(Drop down list will be provided)
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XII. Details of existing registration if any

XIII. Nature of Business

XIV. Details pf Bank Account

XV. Details of Goods/ Commodities supplied by

the business

XVI. Details of services supplied by the business

XVII.Details of additional place of Business

XVIII. Details of Proprietor/ all partners/ karta/

Managing Director and whole time director/

member of Managing committee of

associations / Board of trustees - Name,

PAN, Passport No. , UID No., DIN No,

Contact Details and residential Address

XIX. Details of authorized signatories - Name,

PAN, Passport No. UID No., DIN No, Contact

Details and residential Address

XX. Details of authorized representative (TRP /

CA / Advocate etc)

XXI. State specific information

XXII.Photograph

8. Application has to done within 30 days of the

liability however registration will be granted from

the date of application It means any transaction

prior to the date of application liability will be

payable but ITC credit may not be allowed.

9. Online Application on GST Portal digitally signed

- Manual submission required if not signed

digitally and scanned copies will be submitted

online.

10. Application will be processed within 3 common

working days by both CGST and SGST authority

and queries to be raised within 7 common

working days. if no such queries are sent then

registration will be deemed to be granted. If

query is received it has to be replied within 7

common working days. Confirmatory mail will be

send on SMS and Email. Further GSTN No. will

be informing on email or SMS.Once any authority

issue s the registration it will deemed to be issue

by another authority also. If registration is

cancelled it will be cancelled only after issuing

speaking order which is appealable.

11.  After getting GSTN Login Id and temporary

password will be provided to the authorized

signatory.

12. GST Registration certificate to be displayed at

the principal place of business of the taxpayer

13. Perhaps definition of Gross turn over will be

provided in forthcoming GST Act and it may

include

• Intra state branch transfer

• Transfers between multiple business

verticals registered separately within the

state

• Intrastate Captive consumption

• Intrastate job work

• Temporary Removal - Goods sent for

repairs, calibration, testing

• Goods supplied on returnable basis

• Free supply of goods and services

14. Rejection of registration by either Centre / State

deems to be the rejection by the other Authority

15. Rating of Tax payer

This is the bold and perhaps first step in the

Indian Taxation history. Risk profiling will be done

by taxes authorities

• Promptness in e-return filing

• Discrepancies detected where the dealer

has had to make corrections

• Making prompt payment in lieu of reversed

ITC

The tax payer will be black listed and such trigger

will be forwarded to all customers to whom

supplies are made by such person and black

listing would be done on the following events.

Continuous default for 3 months in paying ITC

that has been reversed.

• Continuous default of 3 months or any 3

month-period over duration of 12 months

in uploading sales details leading to reversal

of ITC for others.

• Defaulters of even a single event should also

be flagged and put in public domain as being

a potential black listed dealer so as to alert

the buyers.

• Continuous short reporting of sales beyond

a prescribed limit of 5% (of total sales) for a

period of 6 months.
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There are 26 formats prescribed under the

registration rules mainly to have the uniformity

from the stage of application till cancellation.

INVOICING:

Details to be mentioned on Tax invoice

• Name, address and GSTIN of the supplier;

• serial number containing only alphabets and / or

numerals, unique for a financial year;

• date of issue;

• For Registered recipient

- Name, address and GSTIN / Unique ID

Number of the recipient

- the address of delivery,

• For Un-registered recipient

- name of State and its code, only where the

taxable value of supply is fifty thousand

rupees or more;

- HSN code of goods or Accounting Code of

services;

- description of goods or services;

- place of delivery where it is different from

the place of supply;

- whether the tax is payable on reverse

charge;

- For Revised/supplementary Invoice

- the word "Revised Invoice" or

"Supplementary Invoice", to be, indicated

prominently,

- the date and invoice number of the original

invoice;

- Signature or digital signature of the supplier

or his authorized representative.

- Quantity in case of goods and unit or Unique

Quantity Code thereof;

- Taxable value of goods or services taking

into account discount or abatement, if any;

- Rate of tax (CGST, SGST or IGST);

- Amount of tax charged in respect of taxable

goods or services (CGST, SGST or IGST);

- Place of supply along with the name of State,

in case of a supply in the course of inter-

State trade or commerce;

- For exports, an endorsement "SUPPLY

MEANT FOR EXPORT ON PAYMENT OF

IGST" or "SUPPLY MEANT FOR EXPORT

UNDER BOND WITHOUT PAYMENT OF

IGST"

Details to be mentioned on ISD invoice :

• name, address and GSTIN of the Input Service

Distributor;

• serial number containing only alphabets and / or

numerals, unique for a financial year;

• date of its issue;

• name, address and GSTIN of the supplier of

services,

• the credit as passed on by supplier

• serial number and date of invoice issued by such

supplier;

• name, address and GSTIN of the recipient to

whom the credit is distributed;

• amount of the credit distributed;

• signature or digital signature of the supplier or

his authorized representative:

Details to be mentioned Goods transport agency

• The gross weight of the consignment,

• Name of the consignor and the consignee,

• Registration number of goods carriage in which

the goods are transported,

• Details of goods transported,

• Details of place of origin and destination,

• GSTIN of the person liable for paying tax whether

as consignor, consignee or goods transport

agency,

• Other information as prescribed for tax invoice

Time limit for issue of Tax invoice

Supply of Goods At the time of supply

Supply of service 30 days from the date of

supply of service

Continuous supply of 30 days from the date when

services each event specified in the

contract

Banking company & or 45 days from the date of

a financial institution & supply of service

non-banking financial
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Manner of issue of Tax invoice

• Invoice shall be issued in triplicate for supply of

goods and duplicate for supply of services

• Serial number of invoices issued during a tax

period shall be furnished electronically through

the Common Portal

• Supplementary tax invoice can be issued

containing consecutive serial number

• Number of digits of HSN code for goods or, the

Accounting Code for services & class of taxable

persons that would not be required to mention

the HSN code & Accounting Code for services

• Registered taxable person who has been granted

registration with effect from a date earlier than

the date of issuance of certificate of registration

to him, may issue revised tax invoices in respect

of taxable supplies effected during the period

starting from the effective date of registration till

the date of issuance of certificate of registration

• Registered taxable person may issue a

consolidated revised tax invoice in respect of all

taxable supplies made to a recipient who is not

registered under the Act

• Consolidated bill of supply shall be prepared by

the registered taxable person at the close of each

day if he opts to not raise bill of supply for

supplies less than one hundred rupees

Supplier Type of document

Supplier of goods and / Tax invoice

or services

Banking company & or a tax invoice or any other

a financial institution & document

non-banking financial

A goods transport a tax invoice or any other

agency document

Input Service Distributor ISD Tax invoice

Non-taxable goods Bill of supply

Composition levy Bill of supply

Passenger transportation Ticket

service

PAYMENT:

Payment will be made through following made:

1. Cash through challan at departmental

counteruptoRs. 10,000/- only

2. Internet banking

3. Credit card/debit card

4. NEFT/ RTGS

Payment will be made by each tax payer and cash

ledger and ITC ledger will be maintained by GSTN.

Payment through cash/ internet banking will be from

the date on which it is credited with bank portal to the

Govt. account. Any payment of through credit/debit

card will be considered only from the date of credit of

such amount to Govt. account. Interest will be charged

on delayed payment.

In case of NEFT and RTGS if there are any disputes

it will be responsibility of the tax payer and he needs

to take up the issue with the banker, Govt./GSTN will

not be responsible. It has been recommended 26

banks and such bankers are authorized to collect

separate processing charges from tax payer in

addition to tax. As a matter of fact tax payer is the

agent to collect the Govt. revenue from purchaser

and at present no bank charges are levied on tax

collection and hence there will be additional cost

burden for payment of tax.

Business process report provide detailed role to be

played by each stake holder and also given the

mechanism of reconciliation and accounting system

including penalty mechanism on bankers.
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RETURNS:

Return Purpose Coverage Due Date Rule

GSTR - 1 Details of outward supplies of * Provision for mentioning place of supply 10 of 1

taxable goods and/or services when different from the location of recipient subsequent

effected  month

GSTR - 1 * Provision for mentioning tax payable under

reverse charge

GSTR - 1 * provision for mentioning provisional assesment

GSTR - 1 * Provision for corrections of previous month in

outward supplies -B2B Supply - Intra state and

inter state

GSTR - 1 * Provision for B2C Supply - Intra state and

inter state

GSTR - 1 * Details for mentioning debit note and credit

note and impact on tax including amendment

in previous month's debit note and credit note

GSTR - 1 * Details of outward supplies which are

exempted, non-taxable and having Nil rate

GSTR - 1 * Details of Exports and Deemed Exports

including amendment of previous month's

supplies

GSTR - 1 * Details of tax already paid on advances and

subsequently corresponding invoice issued

GSTR - 1 * Documents reference to be generated for

advance received and tax paid

GSTR - 1 * Provision for supply made to E-Commerce

operator and amendment in subsequent month

GSTR - 1 * Invoice cut off and invoice control

GSTR - 1 * Auto correction after 1A acceptance

GSTR - 1A * Autopopulated for Aceptance / rejection option is with supplier on 1

corrections receipt of GSTR-2

* Details of outward supplies

as added, corrected or

deleted by the recipient

GSTR - 2 * Inward supplies after Auto populated based on suppliers GSTR-1 and 15 2

acceptance (2-2A) GSTR-2A

* Details of inward supplies of

taxable goods and/or services

claiming input tax credit

GSTR - 2 * Provision for mentioning place of supply when

different from the location of recipient

GSTR - 2 * Eligibility of ITC Credit on inputs, capital goods

& input services, partial or full or ineligibility to

be mentioned against each transcations of

inward supplies
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Return Purpose Coverage Due Date Rule

GSTR - 2 * Provision to include any inward supplies which

has not been auto populated

GSTR - 2 * Provision to include the inward supplies for

which tax is required to be paid on reverse charge

basis and which has not been auto populated

GSTR - 2 * Provision of amending inward supplies received

in previous months

GSTR - 2 * Provision to include details of imported inward

supplies of goods & services and amendment of

inward supplies of goods & services received in

previous months

GSTR - 2 * Provision to include debit note & credit note

which are not auto populated and also amend-

ment for such debit notes credit notes received

pervious months

GSTR - 2 * Provision to include Supplies received from

composition taxable person/unregistered person

& other exempt/nil/non GST supplies - Inter State

& Intra State

GSTR - 2 * Details of credit received on account of TDS,

TCS and ISD and details of partial credit availed

in previous month (capital goods)

GSTR - 2 * Provision to give the details of advances on

which reverse charge is requird to be paid and

amendment thereto for previous month

* Details of ITC reversal on account of mismatch

and any other reason & amendment thereto in

subsequent month

GSTR - 2A * Autopopulated Inward To be confirmed by the receipient 2

Supplies statement to

recipient

* Details of inward supplies

made available to the recipient

on the basis of FORM GSTR-1

furnished by the supplier

GSTR - 3 * Monthly Final Return on the  * Provision to give total turnover seperately for 20 3

basis of finalization of details Taxable Turnover, Export Turnover, Nil rated and

of outward supplies and Exempted Turnover, Non GST Turnover

inward supplies along with the

payment of amount of tax

GSTR - 3 * Most of the information of outward supplies and

inward supplies are auto populated based on

GSTR -1 & GSTR -2

GSTR - 3 * provision for Output tax added/reduced on

account of non-rectification/rectification of

communicated mismatches
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Return Purpose Coverage Due Date Rule

GSTR - 3 * provision for Total tax liability for the month for

goods & Services separately

GSTR - 3 * provision for ITC received during the month,

mainly from electronic ITC ledger

GSTR - 3 * Auto populated Tax, interest, late fee and

penalty paid from Electronic cash ledger and

ITC ledger

GSTR - 3 * provision for Refunds claimed from cash ledger

GSTR - 3A Notice to a registered taxable

person who fails to furnish

return under section 27 and

section 31 9

GSTR - 4 * Quarterly Return for * Provision for Inward supplies including supplies 18th day of 4

compounding Taxable persons received from unregistered persons other than subseuent

auto populated and amendment thereto in the quarter

subsequent month

GSTR - 4 * Provision to include details of imported inward

supplies of capital goods, input & services and

amendment of inward supplies of capital goods,

input & services received in previous months

GSTR - 4 * Provision for outward supplies made intra state

&inter state and amendment thereto

GSTR - 4 * Provision to include debit note & credit note

which are not auto populated and also amend-

ment for such debit notes credit notes received

pervious months

GSTR - 4 * Details of credit received on account of TDS,

TCS and ISD and details of partial credit availed

in previous month (capital goods)

GSTR - 4 * Provision to include the inward supplies for

which tax is required to be paid on reverse charge

basis and which has not been auto populated

GSTR - 4 * Provision to give the details of advances on

which reverse charge is requird to be paid and

amendment thereto for previous month

GSTR - 4 * Documents reference to be generated for

advance received and tax paid

GSTR - 4 * Provision for Liability payable, Tax payable and

refund claim

GSTR - 4A Autopopulated Inward supplies To be confirmed by the receipient 4

of taxable person under

composite scheme to be

add / amended
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Return Purpose Coverage Due Date Rule

* Details of inward supplies

made available to the recipient

registered under composition

scheme on the basis of FORM

GSTR-1 furnished by the

supplier

GSTR - 5 Return for Non-Resident * Provision for goods & Services imported and 20th of the 5
foreign taxable person amendment thereto  month

succeeding
tax period
& within 7
days after
expiry of

registration

GSTR - 5 * Provision for outwards supplies and amendment

thereto

GSTR - 5 * Details of debit note and credit note and

amendment thereto

GSTR - 5 * Provision for Tax paid

GSTR - 5 * Provision for closing stock of goods

GSTR - 5 * Provision for refund claim from cash ledger

GSTR - 6 Input Service Distributor * From Registered Taxable Persons (to be 13 6

Return auto-populated from counter party GSTR-1 and

GSTR-5) and provision for non- autopopulated

and amendment thereto

GSTR - 6 * Details of debit note and credit note and 13 6

amendment thereto

GSTR - 6 * Provisions for details of Input Service 13 6

Distribution and amendment thereto

GSTR - 6 Provision for ISD Ledger giving details of

Opening Balance

ITCs received, ITC Reversal, ITC Distributed,

Distributed as IGST,

Distributed as CGST, Distributed as SGST,

Closing balance

GSTR - 6A * Auto Populated from 6 To be confirmed by the receipient 6

inward

* Details of inward supplies

made available to the ISD

recipient on the basis of

FORM GSTR-1 furnished

by the supplier

GSTR - 7 * TDS Return for authorities * Provision for details of TDS & amendment 10 7

deducting tax at source thereto

* Details of liability payable, paid & refund claim
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Return Purpose Coverage Due Date Rule

GSTR - 7A Auto Populated from 7 - TDS 7

Certificate

GSTR - 8 * Details of supplies effected 10 8

through e-commerce operator

and the amount of tax

collected as required under

sub-section (1) of section 43C

GSTR - 9 Annual Return for normal Details of expenditure giving for goods & services 31st 21

dealer rceived quantity, value & HSN code/ accounting December

code (inter-state & intra state, import) including

other expenditure.

GSTR - 9 Details of income giving for goods & services

received quantity, value & HSN code/ accounting

code (inter-state & intra state, export, deemed

export, purchase return) including other income

GSTR - 9 * Return reconciliation Statement giving details of

IGST, CSGT, SGST, arrears, & refund

GSTR - 9 * Provision for Profit as Per the Profit and Loss

Statement, Gross Profit, Profit after Tax,

Net Profit and

GSTR - 9A Annual Return for * Gross Turnover details 31st 21

compounded dealer December

GSTR - 9A * Details of expenditure giving for goods &

services rceived quantity, value & HSN code /

accounting code (inter-state & intra state, import)

including other expenditure.

GSTR - 9A * Details of goods & services attracting reverse

charge

GSTR - 9A Details of income giving for goods & services

received quantity, value & HSN code/ accounting

code (inter-state & intra state, Exempted supplies,

Nill rate & non-GST supplies, export, deemed

export, purchase return) including other income

GSTR - 9A Return reconciliation statement for tax payable

and tax paid

GSTR - 9A * Return reconciliation Statement giving details of

IGST, CSGT, SGST, arrears, & refund with

Annual return vis-à-vis profit and loss account

and balance sheet giving details of reasons of

reconciliation as illustration

GSTR - 9A * Provision for Profit as Per the Profit and Loss

Statement, Gross Profit, Profit after Tax, Net

Profit and

GSTR - 9B * Annual Return where Details of expenditure giving for goods & services 31st 21

Turnover is more than rceived quantity, value & HSN code/ accounting December

Rs. 1 Cr for Audit code (inter-state & intra state, import) including

* Reconciliation Statement other expenditure.
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Return Purpose Coverage Due Date Rule

GSTR - 9B Details of income giving for goods & services

rceived quantity, value & HSN code/ accounting

code (inter-state & intra state, export, deemed

export, purchase return) including other income

GSTR - 9B * Return reconciliation Statement giving details of

IGST, CSGT, SGST, arrears, & refund with

Annual return vis-à-vis profit and loss account

and balance sheet giving details of reasons of

reconciliation as illustration

GSTR - 9B * Provision for Profit as Per the Profit and Loss

Statement, Gross Profit, Profit after Tax,

Net Profit and

GSTR - 9B * Return to be certified by Cost Accountant or

Chartered Accountant alongwith audit report

GSTR - 10 Final Return * Provision for date of surrender and details of within 3 22

cancellation order months

GSTR - 10 * Details of closing stock held on the date of

cancellation

GSTR - 10 * Details of amount of tax payable on closing

stock

GSTR - 11 Details of inward supplies to 23

be furnished by a person

having UIN

GST ITC-1 * Auto populated credit

* Communication of Final ITC matched credit and duplicate entries, End of 11

acceptance, discrepancy or otherwise mismatch amount will be addedd in every

duplication of input tax credit output tax liability month

claim

GST Refund of interest on reclaim 18

PMT - 3 of reversal

MISMATCH:

Rule 11: GST ITC - 1 Return

Due Date: End of Every month

Purpose:

• Auto populated credit

• Communication of acceptance, discrepancy or

duplication of input tax credit claim

Coverage:

• Final ITC matched credit and duplicate entries,

otherwise mismatch amount will be added in

output tax liability

• Final ITC matched credit and duplicate entries,

otherwise mismatch amount will be added in

output tax liability

• Summary of ITC Claimed in current tax period,

Matched ITC claim for current tax period,

Mismatched ITC of earlier tax period matched in

current tax period, ITC Mismatched - Current

Period, Mismatched ITC of earlier tax period-

Added as Output tax liability, Output Tax added

due to Duplicate ITC Claim for CGST, SGST &

IGST will be provided

• ITC mismatch report will be provided in 2 parts

a. Where Both supplier and recipient has filed

valid relevant returns
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b. Where Supplier has not filed valid return

• Additional invoices added by recipient will remain

under mismatch category till these are accepted

by pairing supplier.

• All invoices will remain under mismatch

pertaining to those suppliers who have not filed

the valid returns till date

• Difference between ITC claimed by receiver

taxpayer and output tax paid by supplier taxpayer

will be highlighted

• Report for duplicate claims also will be provided

• ITC Mismatch Report due to credit notes will be

provided

• Details of month wise reversal, reclaim of

reversed ITC & reduction in output tax, Summary

of mismatches and list for tax authorities,

Difference between output tax reduced by

supplier taxpayer and ITC reduced by receiver

taxpayer will be highlighted

• Report on credit notes issued by supplier but

recipient is yet to reduce ITC giving summary of

Output tax reduced by Supplier in current tax

period, Corresponding ITC reduced by receiver

in current tax period, Mismatched reduction in

output tax of earlier tax period matched in current

tax period , Reduction in output tax not matched

by corresponding decrease in ITC, Mismatched

reduction in output tax of earlier tax period -

Added as Output Tax liability in current tax period

• Mismatch report- Outward supplies made through

e-commerce operator (For Supplies to

Registered Dealers & unregistered persons

separately)

• Separate Mismatch Reports for E-commerce

Operators

REFUNDS:

"Refund" includes

1. refund of tax on goods and / or services exported

out of India or

2. refund of tax on inputs or input services used in

the goods and / or services which are exported

out of India, or

3. refund of tax on the supply of goods regarded

as deemed exports, or

4. refund of unutilized input tax credit as provided

under sub-section (2).

Sec 2(37):"deemed exports", as notified by the

Central Government/State Government on the

recommendation of the Council, refer to those

transactions in which the goods supplied do not leave

India, and payment for such supplies is received either

in Indian Rupees or in convertible foreign exchange;

Rebate/Refund on account of Relevant date

Export of Goods by sea or air Let export date

Export of Goods by land the date on which such goods

pass the frontier

Export of Goods by Post the date of dispatch of goods by

Post Office

Export of Services Date of Receipt of payment /

date of issue invoice for receipt

of advance

Deemed Export Date of filing of return

Provisional Assessment The date of adjustment of tax

after the final assessment

Duty / Tax during Investigation/ the date of communication of

Adjudication such judgment, decree, order

or direction

Credit Accumulation due to the end of the financial year

Inverted Duty Structure

Unutilized tax credit due to the end of the financial year

exports of goods and / or

services

Form Number Particulars

FORM GST RFD-1 Application for refund of any

tax, interest, penalty, fees

FORM GSTR-3, FORM Refund relating to balance in

GSTR-4 or FORM GSTR-7 the electronic cash ledger

(return for the relevant tax

period)

FORM GST RFD-2 Acknowledgement w.r.t. filing

of refund

FORM GST RFD-3 Communicating the deficiencies

to the applicant

FORM GST RFD-4 Order sanctioning the amount

of refund on provisional basis

FORM GST RFD-8 Payment advice for provisional

refund payment

FORM GST RFD-5 Order sanctioning refund
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FORM GST RFD-6 Order for adjustment of out

standing liability against refund

FORM GST RFD-7 Notice that amount claimed as

refund is not admissible

FORM GST RFD-8 Payment advice for final payment

FORM GST RFD-9 Order for interest payment

FORM GST RFD-10 Application for refund on inward

supplies

FORM GSTR-11 Statement of inward supplies of

goods and / or services by

specified persons

• Application to be filed electronically through

common portal

• Documents or other evidence (as specified) to

establish the amount of tax and interest, if any,

paid on such tax or any other amount paid in

relation to which such refund is claimed and that

the incidence of such tax and interest had not

been passed on by him to any other person.

• No documentary evidence required for refund

claim below Rs.5 lacs, except for declaration.

• If taxable goods or services are exported without

payment of tax, under bond or letter of

undertaking, then refund will be allowed as

under:

Refund Amount=(Export turnover of goods +

Export turnover of services ) x Net ITC / Adjusted

Total Turnover

• Refund of tax paid in advance by casual / non-

resident taxable person shall be claimed in last

return or after last return is filed

• Application for refund other than for refund from

electronic cash ledger shall be scrutinized within

15 days by the officer and acknowledgement

issued if the application is complete

• After scrutiny amount of refund may be

sanctioned / notice issued for non-admissibility

of refund

• If the claim is rejected then the amount paid on

provisional basis needs to be credited to

Consumer welfare fund

• Order of refund will also be accompanied by order

for interest

Documents Specified:

a. the reference number of the order and a copy of

the order passed by the proper officer or an

appellate authority or any competent court

resulting in such refund including refund of pre-

deposit under chapter XVIII along with the

reference number of the payment of the amount

claimed as refund;

b. a statement containing the number and date of

shipping bills or bills of export and the number

and date of relevant export invoices, in a case

where the refund is on account of export of

goods;

c. a statement containing the number and date of

invoices as prescribed in rule Invoice._in case

of supply of goods made to an SEZ unit or a

developer;

d. a statement containing the number and date of

invoices, in a case where the refund is on

account of deemed exports;

e. a statement containing the number and date of

invoices and the relevant Bank Realization

Certificates or Foreign Inward Remittance

Certificates, as the case may be, in a case where

the refund is on account of export of services;

f. a statement containing the number and date of

invoices and the details of payment, along with

proof thereof, made by the claimant to the

supplier for authorized operations as defined

under the SEZ Act, 2005, in a case where the

refund is on account of supply of services made

to an SEZ unit or a developer;

g. a statement in Annex 1 of FORM GST RFD-1

containing the number and date of invoices

received and issued during a tax period in a case

where the claim pertains to refund of any

unutilized input tax credit under sub-section (2)

of section 38 where the credit has accumulated

on account of rate of input tax being higher than

the rate of output tax

h. the reference number of the final assessment

order and a copy of the said order in a case where

the refund arises on account of finalisation of

provisional assessment;
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i. a declaration to the effect that the incidence of

tax and interest claimed as refund has not been

passed on to any other person, in a case where

the amount of refund claimed is less than five

lakh rupees:

Provided that a declaration is not required to be

furnished in respect of cases covered under

clause (a), (b) or (d) of sub-section (6) of section

38;

j. a Certificate in Annex 2 of FORM GST RFD-1

issued by a Chartered Accountant or a Cost

Accountant to the effect that the incidence of tax

and interest claimed as refund has not been

passed on to any other person, in a case where

the amount of refund claimed is five lakh rupees

or more

Time limit for sanction of claim:

• Refund on account of export of goods and / or

services (for specified category of exports)

1. registered taxable persons, refund eighty

percent of the total amount so claimed to

be sanctioned on provisional basis within a

period of 7 days of issue of acknow-

ledgement.

2. The remaining twenty percent may be

refunded after due verification of documents

furnished by the applicant.

3. Provisional refund will be allowed if (a) the

person claiming refund has, during any

period of five years immediately preceding

the tax period to which the claim for refund

relates, not been prosecuted for any offence

under the Act or under an earlier law where

the amount of tax evaded exceeds two

hundred and fifty lakh rupees; (b) the GST

compliance rating of the applicant is not less

than five on a scale of ten; (c) no proceeding

of any appeal, review or revision is pending

on any of the issues which form the basis of

the refund and if pending, the same has not

been stayed by the appropriate authority or

court.

• Other

1. The refund order to be issued within ninety

days from the date of receipt of application.

2. No refund shall be paid to an applicant if

the amount is less than rupees one

thousand.
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CUSTOMS
v Refund under Section 27: Non-challenge to Bill

of Entry at the time of assessment would be
considered as a bar for claiming refund. [2016-
TIOL-2370-CESTAT-DEL]

v Natural Justice: Enhancing declared value on
Bill of Entry without issuing show cause notice or
granting hearing being violation of natural justice.
[2016 (339) E.L.T.268 (Tri.-Mumbai]

v Exemption from SAD: Benefit of exemption
from payment of SAD under Notification No. 21/
2012-Cus on import of pre-packaged goods is
available since not falling under the definition of
industrial / institutional consumer being intended
for retail sale. [2016-TIOL-28-ARA-CUS]

v Conversion of Shipping Bill: It was held that
as the appellant is a manufacturer-exporter who
has obtained valid Advance Authorization issued
by the authorities concerned, matter remanded
to reconsider and re-examine the request of the
appellant for conversion of free shipping bill into
Advance Authorization shipping bill on merits,
without going into the aspect of limitation, after
proper verification of all the documents that are
alleged to be placed before that authority. [2016-
TIOL-2314-CESTAT-MAD]

CENTRAL EXCISE
v BED credit can be utilized for payment of

Education Cess: Hon'ble CESTAT has followed
the decision of Gujrat High Court in case of
Madhura Industries Textile and held that
utilization of CENVAT credit of BED for discharge
of Education Cess is permissible even when
assesse is working under area based exemption
scheme. [2016 (339) E.L.T. 147 (Tri. - Ahmd.)].

v No need for reversal of CENVAT credit in case
of damages received from the supplier:

Assessee received damages from supplier on

account of delay in finishing project. Department

sought reversal on quantum of credit. It was held

that any subsequent reduction in price does not

affect quantum of credit. [2016 (339) E.L.T. 292

(Tri.-Kolkata)]

v CENVAT reversal not needed in case of non-

return of consumables from job worker: Steel

channels and zinc separately sent to job worker

for galvanization of steel channels. Zinc having

been exhausted in aforesaid activity and return

of galvanized steel channels having been

established. It was held that demand of credit

on zinc on its non-return within stipulated period,

not sustainable. [2016 (339) E.L.T. 293 (Tri.-

Kolkata)]

v Natural Justice - Department failed to produce

two job workers who had given statements and

whose cross- examination was requested by the

assesse. It was held that, assesse should have

been afforded opportunity to contest matter,

without reference to these statements. It was

immaterial that proceedings were not solely

based upon those two statements. [2016 (339)

E.L.T. 249 (Mad.)]

v CENVAT not deniable on ground of goods

being non-excisable: Department denied the

CENVAT credit on the ground that supplier is not

required to pay duty on goods. It was held that

CENVAT credit is not deniable when supplier paid

duty and issued valid invoice. [2016 (339) E.L.T.

263 (Tri. -Hyd.)]

v Suomotu credit of CENVAT credit reversed

earlier permissible: Assessee paid Education

cess and SHE cess from BED balance and being

pointed out ineligibility, paying impugned cesses

from PLA. It was held that having paid double

duty, taking suomotu re-credit of earlier wrongly
utilized credit permissible. [2016 (339) E.L.T. 278
(Tri.-Chan.)]

v Refund of excess interest paid by mistake:
The refund has arisen on account of wrong
calculation of same and as such is on account of
arithmetical error - This accountal error needs
to be rectified and Revenue cannot be allowed
to retain the excess amount on technical ground
that no provision of central excise act deals with
the refund of excess interest so deposited. [2016-
TIOL-2388-CESTAT-DEL]
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SERVICE TAX
v Letter can be considered as an Order for

filing Appeal: A letter which is communicating
a decision which is detrimental to the financial
interest of assesse can be entertained in Appeal
under Section 35B of the Central Excise
Act,1944. [2016 (44) S.T.R.80 (Tri.-Mumbai)]

v Taxability of Royalty paid on receiving
technical knowhow: It was held that only those
intellectual property rights are taxable which are
recognised under any law for time being in force
in India as is apparent from definition of
intellectual property right under Section 65(55a)
of Finance Act,1994. [2016(44) S.T.R.82
(Tri.Mumbai)]

v Cenvat credit on event management services:
Event having been organised to show new plant
and its production capacity to prospective buyers
is a part of sales promotion and hence credit of
event management services is eligible. [2016(44)
S.T.R.96(Tri.-Mumbai)]

v Service tax on Franchisee agreement:
Permissive use of defined intangible rights is
subject to only service tax and not VAT. [2016
(44) S.T.R.161 (Bom.)]

v Service Tax on GTA wrongly paid in other
unit's account : There is no statutory provision
which permits adjustment of service tax
payments from the account of one registered unit
to the account of another registered unit even if
said units are under the same management.
[2016 (44) S.T.R.254 (Tri.-Ahmd.)]

v Exemption Notification No. 41/2007-ST:
Exemption Notification No. 41/2007-ST is
rendered inapplicable in the case of such exports
where the appellant claimed drawback under the
Drawback Rules. [2016-TIOL-2515-CESTAT-
DEL]

VAT
v Petition to High court: Petition to a higher court

is not maintainable if the assessee has an
alternative remedy available. [2016-TIOL-2260-
HC-MUM-VAT]

v Jurisdiction of CTO: Where an assessee has
not filed any objections, the CTO is well within
his jurisdiction to proceed with the assessment
on the ground that the assessee has no objection
to state anything as against the revision notice.
[2016-TIOL-2263-HC-MAD-VAT]

v Extension of time for availing the exemption:

No Extension of time for availing the exemption
as to rule 3(2) can be granted, when there is no
provision in the Rules providing for extension of
period of eligibility or changing the dates thereof.
[2016-TIOL-2143-HC-AHM-VAT]

INCOME TAX
v TDS not deductible on receipt of form 15G: It

was held that TDS not deductible on receipt of
form 15G and accordingly, section 40(a)(ia) is
not applicable for non-deduction. [2016-TIOL-
1709-ITAT-HYD]

v Expenditure incurred on conversion of
convertible debentures into equity shares, would
have to be treated as capital expenditure. [2016-
TIOL-2265-HC-AHM-IT]

v No deduction of sum under Section 194C:
Assessee is not required to deduct any sum
under the provisions of Section 194C of the
Income Tax Act on the indeterminate value of
by-products retained free of cost by the rice
millers in accordance with policy framework and
guidelines of the Central Government agency.
[2016-TIOL-1683-ITAT-AMRITSAR]

v Trust is entitled to registration u/s 12 A where it
has mixed objects but the objects should be
clearly distinguishable and beneficial to overall
communities and not restricted to a particular
community. [2016-TIOL-1672-ITAT-HYD].

v Disallowance under Section 40(a): No
disallowance can be made under the provisions
of sec. 40(a)(ia) of the Act for non-compliance
of TDS provisions, if expenditure incurred is paid
within the financial year. [2016-TIOL-1710-ITAT-
VIZAG].

v Excise duty is deductible for computation of
turnover: Excise duty is deductible for
computation of turnover for the purpose of
computation of deduction under Section 80 HHC.
[2016-TIOL-1928-HC-AHM-IT]

v The ITO is not empowered to make disallowance
u/s 14A, in a case where the assessment was
reopened u/s 147. [2016-TIOL-1923-HC-KOL-IT]

v The provisions of Section 194C of the Act are
not attracted in respect of payments made by
the assessee to Mukamams and Transporters
who are member farmers of the Zone Samiti.
[2016-TIOL-2059-HC-AHM-IT]

v It is only the profit element embedded in the
business which can be taxed and not the entire
amount, even in case of unaccounted receipts
of a businessman.[2016-TIOL-2093-HC-AHM-IT]
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v Government Speed Track of GST - CBEC Releases Draft Rules and Formats

v Service Tax - Yoga Retrospectively Exempted

v Place of Supply of BOFS reversed under GST Model Law

v THE determination of place of provision of service is an important aspect...

v GST rate to be decided in October, says FM

v GST Council to hold its second meeting on September 30, 2016

v GST Council finalizes exemption threshold of Rs. 10 lakhs for special 11 States, including hill

States + Rs 20 lakhs for others

v FM says VAT Assessees up to Rs 1.5 Crore turnover to be assessed by States; 11 lakh

service tax assessees to remain with CBEC and dual control to be exercised over assessees

above Rs 1.5 Crore turnover

v Central Excise (Removal of Goods at Concessional Rate of Duty for Manufacture of Excisable

and Other Goods) Rules, 2016 - Security Bond Again Permitted

v India wraps up deal for 36 Rafale fighter planes

v Major relief for Mumbaikars & Industries; Octroi + LBT to be subsumed in GST, says

Maharashtra VAT Commissioner in exclusive interview to TIOL Tube

v CBDT to accept IDS declarations till midnight on Sept 30, 2016

v Human rights forum in Mexico urges American expats to vote against Trump

v ISRO successfully launches weather satellite SCSAT-1 & 7 other co-passenger satellites

v SASEC releases Operational Plan for greater economic cooperation

v Govt Panel approves 3 Greenfield Airports in AP

v Global competitiveness - India's ranking up by 16 to 39th position

v Govt seeks suggestions from public to improve India's performance in Olympics and other

sports events

v Govt announces setting up agencies for fisheries in coastal States; incentives for marine

products under MEIS

v Chhattisgarh CM promises tax benefits to 36 start-ups

v Service Tax - Adjudication - JC's Adjudication Power Enhanced to Rs. 2 Crore; Supdt.

10 lakh
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v ACC clears appointment of Arun Goyal, IAS, 1985 batch of UT Cadre, as Addl

Secretary in GST Council

v Noida SEZ Development Commissioner gets addl charge of FALTA SEZ

v IGI Airport Customs seizes 77 Iphone worth Rs 46 lakh from pax coming from

Hong Kong

v ACC approves appointment of S Ramesh as New Member of CBEC

v ACC appoints Vijay Mohan Jain, IRS, as OSD to MoS, Atomic Energy & Space

v ACC appoints Madhusudan Sahoo, CCI Member, as Chairperson of Insolvency

& Bankruptcy Board of India for five years

v SudhanshuDhar Mishra, IRS of 2006 batch, joins CBI as Superintendent of Police

v CBEC issues transfer order of 16 Commissioners, 4 Chief Commissioners and

promotion order of two Additional Commissioners

v CBEC Member Ananya Ray goes on leave; Charge goes back to Chairman

v Lok Sabha Secretariat looking for deputationists for posts of Addl Secretary +

JSs






